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Abstract

Despite the growing adoption of mixed reality and interactive AI, it remains chal-
lenging to generate high-quality 2D/3D scenes in unseen environments. Typically,
an AI agent requires collecting extensive training data for every new task, which
can be costly or impossible for many domains. In this study, we develop an infinite
agent that learns to transfer knowledge memory from general foundation models
(e.g., GPT4, DALLE) to novel domains or scenarios for scene understanding and
generation in physical or virtual worlds. Central to our approach is the interactive
emerging mechanism, dubbed Augmented Reality with Knowledge Emergent
Infrastructure (ArK), which leverages knowledge-memory to generate scenes
in unseen physical worlds and virtual reality environments. The knowledge in-
teractive emergent ability (Figure 1) is demonstrated through i) micro-action of
cross-modality: in multi-modality models to collect a large amount of relevant
knowledge-memory data for each interaction task (e.g., unseen scene understand-
ing) from the physical reality; and ii) macro-behavior of reality-agnostic: in
mix-reality environments to improve interactions that tailor to different charac-
terized roles, target variables, collaborative information, and so on. We validate
ArK’s effectiveness in scene generation and editing tasks and show that our ArK
approach, combined with large foundation models, significantly improves the qual-
ity of generated 2D/3D scenes, highlighting its potential in applications such as
metaverse and gaming simulation.

1 Introduction
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Figure 2: Example of ArK Interactive Emergence
Mechanism using an external knowledge agent to
identify text relevant to the image from candidates.
Our task involves using visual and text knowledge
from the web and human-annotated knowledge sam-
ples to incorporate external world knowledge.

There has been a growing amount of work
on using large language models (LLMs) and
large multi-modality models (LMMs) to gen-
erate high-quality videos and images from
textual inputs [34, 51]. However, it remains
challenging for users (creators) to control the
generation process and interactively edit gen-
erated results if they don’t meet users’ intent.
We envision a future AI system where cre-
ators can interactively create a virtual real-
ity scene with objects existing or not in the
real world, and the system responds faith-
fully using knowledge from training data of
real-world tasks. For example, an interactive
AI agent can incorporate contextual memory
and background information, pertaining to
a task, by transferring knowledge from pre-
trained LLMs/LMMs and multi-sense infor-
mation from sensors during task performance.
Foundation models like DALLE-2 [30] and
ChatGPT [23] excel in multimodality and nat-
ural language reasoning tasks but face limita-
tions in mission-critical real-world applications (e.g., Bing-search, business analysts, office users).
Specifically, existing LLMs struggle to effectively transfer knowledge from training data to new
mission-critical tasks [24] or solve complex real-world tasks requiring collaborative reasoning be-
tween humans and AI agents.

To facilitate human-AI interaction, we develop a knowledge-memory agent, which uses an emerging
mechanism, dubbed Augmented Reality with Knowledge Inference Interaction (ArK), for generating
and understanding scenes in virtual or real worlds (Figure 2). Specifically, for any particular
scene generation or understanding task, the related world knowledge is retrieved from a pre-trained
foundation model and transferred to the scene, and the memory module stores human-AI interactions
from which the user intent, or the spec of the scene, can be decoded. Thus, the scene is generated or
understood by reasoning over knowledge and memory.
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To demonstrate the effectiveness of ArK, we validate our AI agent on four interactive scene under-
standing and generation tasks: conversational 2D-image generation in physical world, conversational
3D-scene creating in virtual environment, conversational 3D-scene editing in mixed reality, and
interactive gaming simulation scenario. Experiments show that ArK is effective in collecting and
synthesizing knowledge and memory for scene understanding and generation in different settings.

Our contributions are: i) We develop an infinite knowledge-memory agent for scene understanding
and generation in the physical world, with the capabilities of learning knowledge properties and
inference relations in virtual reality environments; ii) We show that the effectiveness of our agent
is attributed to the proposed ArK mechanism with reinforcement learning (RL), which understands
and generates scenes in unseen settings by synthesizing world knowledge from foundation models,
external knowledge from knowledge bases (e.g. wiki, Conceptnet), and contextual memory from
human-AI interactions; iii) We simulate 3D virtual scenes with imitation learning (IL) in gaming/VR
scenarios from the 2D knowledgeable purpose applications (2D->3D) in cross-reality. We present
experiments and analysis to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach; and iv) We observed
that the explosion of the overall model works efficiently in the cross-modality and agnostic reality,
which depends on the effect of emergent ability in large foundation infrastructure. It enhances
the interpretation of the existing deep learning model, optimizes the limitations of the unseen
environments, and unifies the abundant knowledge-memory projection in a generative AI system.

2 Related Work

Emerging mechanism in LLMs. Emergent abilities in LLMs is one of its characteristic feature that
cannot be predicted simply by extrapolating the performance of smaller models. There are several
different types of emergent abilities that have been observed in LLMs. One type of emergent ability
is the ability to generate creative text formats. For example, LLMs have been able to generate poems,
code, and email [44]. Another type of emergent ability is the ability to translate languages. The
exact mechanisms by which LLMs develop these emergent abilities are not fully understood [34, 51].
However, it is thought that when LLMs are trained on a large corpus of text, they are able to learn the
patterns that exist in language. This allows them to generate text similar to human-generated text and
translate languages accurately.

Language transformer models with knowledge inference. Numerous papers have injected knowl-
edge into language pretraining models [50, 47, 33, 54, 8, 46, 9, 1] with an emphasis on NLP tasks.
For example, [50] extracts knowledge graph information from Wikipedia, and uses it to help the
pretraining progress. [47] injects domain-specific knowledge in pertraining language models for
NLP tasks. These methods focus on language tasks, and have not been extended to multi-modal
transformers. More recently, KRISP ([22]) was proposed to retrieve implicit knowledge stored in
pre-trained language models as a supplementary knowledge resource to the structured knowledge
base. MAVEx ([45]) presented an answer validation approach to make better use of the noisy retrieved
knowledge. In this paper, we introduce a knowledge-based pretraining model that uses the transformer
architecture for multi-modal understanding and reasoning. The knowledge representations in our
method can be easily extracted from massive data.

3 Approach

The framework of interactive text to 3D scene generation is shown in Figure 3, which extends the
paradigm of calling blackbox models with a trained agent that actively seeks to collect knowledge
useful for scene generation. Here, the blackbox models are not trained, and we improve their
performance by providing improved text prompts at test time. This involves a knowledge-interactive
modeling through a combination of triple systems - one performing knowledge retrieval from image
and text query, second performing question and answer generation from the relevant knowledge,
and last one writing a new, informative prompt with reinforcement learning. At test time, we then
generate the 2D image output by the three systems and run a final RL process with another knowledge-
enhanced DALLE-2 /ChatGPT query model to obtain our final image to an image-question pair.
Below we describe the details of our proposed triple systems and how we combine the outputs to
generate the final 3D image through finetuned knowledge-agent and zero-shot models.
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Figure 3: The ArK model: At training time, the agent retrieves relevant knowledge for the given image-text
pair and asks a question and answer for the query. The question and answer are provided to large language
models (GPT-3.5, ChatGPT) that generate a new prompt that would be called by the DALLE-2 model. The
similarity between the generated image and the original image is used as reward to train the agent to learn to
select relevant knowledge, while the blackbox models are kept as frozen. At test time, we generate the 2D
images with the input text, and the model follows the same loop until the new prompt generation step. Instead
of feeding back to DALLE-2 for the new prompt, we use ChatGPT to generate a code snippet runnable in a
3D rendering engine such as Unity. Overall, we use the external knowledge and the visual priors from the
generated 2D image to improve the 3D scene generation.

The whole model is trained with three phases. 1) Knowledge-memory agent module for self-
supervised Learning; 2) Reinforcement learning module for 2D sense generation in physical world;
3) Imitation Learning module for virtual environment generation.

3.1 Phase 1: Knowledge-memory Agent Training with Self-supervised Learning

Next, we will introduce our trained Knowledge-Memory Agent as the first phase.

Knowledge retrieval system. The knowledge retrieval model takes in the image I and the text
caption T to retrieve the useful knowledge statement k∗ that aids the understanding of both image
and text. This retrieved knowledge statement is used as additional context for powerful instruction
finetuned language models such as GPT-3.5 to rewrite the text query appropriately.

Training Knowledge-Tensor-CLIP module. For the knowledge retrieval system, as shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 13, we introduce Knowledge-memory tensor CLIP, a novel image-text-knowledge
module that leverages explicit knowledge as bridge to connect the vision and language modalities.
The vision encoder is initialized with the CLIP ViT-B/16 [28] visual encoder model, and the text and
knowledge encoder are initialized with the text encoder model.

To extract knowledge, we follow KAT [7], in which the image and text pairs are represented as dense
vectors, computed by the image and text encoder of frozen CLIP model. A single maximum inner
product search (MIPS) index is then built using FAISS [11] to perform nearest-neighbor search. In
our setup, we have three dimensions of embeddings (image V , text T , and knowledge K). During
training, we keep the knowledge encoder as frozen, while the image and text encoder are updated due
to the computational cost to update the knowledge index at every step of training2. Thus, we create
fixed index embeddings using the frozen knowledge encoder model.

2Because the image and text encoders in CLIP have been pre-trained with contrastive objective, running
MIPS at initial training will still retrieve relevant knowledge.
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To train the model, we use the contrastive losses used in [28]. As shown in Figure 4, the model is
trained with three-way contrastive learning objectives: (Vision-Language, Language-Knowledge, and
Image-Knowledge). The vision-language direction loss Lv2t and Lt2v follows the original objective
in CLIP. To acquire the positive knowledge for image-knowledge and language-knowledge direction
for the ith batch, we retrieve the top-k knowledge from image Kvi and text Kti respectively with
nearest neighbor search. The k retrieved knowledge are given the positive label, and the ones from
different batch are labeled as negative. If we define u as the knowledge vector, v as the visual vector,
and w as the text vector, the model is trained with the loss L with the weighted (a, b, c, d) contrastive
losses:

Lv2k =
∑
i∈B

log

∑
k∈Kvi

uT
k vi∑

k∈{Kv1 ,...Kvi ,KvB } u
T
k vi

, Lt2k =
∑
i∈B

log

∑
k∈Kti

uT
kwi∑

k∈{Kt1 ,...Kti ,KtB } u
T
kwi

(1)

Lcont = aLv2t+bLt2v + cLv2k + dLt2k (2)

Following [42], we further apply masked image (LMIM ), language (LMLM ), and vision-language
(LMVLM ) modeling losses additionally to the image and text encoder based on their effectiveness in
the pre-training stages. BEIT-2 is used to get the masked image labels.

Lmask = LMIM + LMLM + LMVLM (3)

The final loss to train the Knowledge-Tensor CLIP module is L = Lcont + Lmask. We refer to
Section C and Section D in the appendix for more pre-training details. The full training framework is
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Overview of training Knowledge-Memory Projec-
tion: Knowledge-Tensor-CLIP module. We use the tensor-
CLIP to link the image patches and text phrases to the wiki
data and concept entity. The image and text encoders addi-
tionally go through a decoder model trained with masked mod-
eling losses respectively. Please find appendix Sec. C and
Sec. D for knowledge-memory pretraining, and see Sec. 3.1 for
knowledge-agent fine-tuning details.

Inference. At test time, along with
the image, we consider extracting
knowledge for the individual noun
phrases rather than for the entire sen-
tence. This is to ensure that different
knowledge for the mentioned objects
is extracted that are seldom ignored if
only the global sentence context is con-
sidered to extract knowledge. To do so,
we extract p noun phrases W0,...p with
parser tools such as Spacy, and acquire
p phrase embeddings e0,...p. We then
acquire the visual embedding v, and
use the average of phrase and visual
embeddings from CLIP: αei+(1−α)v
as query qi to perform the nearest
neighbor search. We set α as 0.5 and
we pick the top-1 best phrase knowl-
edge as our external knowledge based
on the cosine similarity score. We
evaluate the Knowledage-Tensor-CLIP
model on different dataset, and show
the result in Section 4.1.

3.2 Phase 2: Knowledge Enhanced Physical Scene Generation with RL

Next, we wish to incorporate the knowledge source to generate a new prompt that contains informative
content for physical QA-2D scene generation. After the agent retrieves the relevant knowledge for the
given image, and text pair, it generates a question-and-answer tuple using the retrieved knowledge.
This model is trained using reinforcement learning and is described in the following sections.

Learning knowledge-memory agent. In the first phase of supervised training, we first train the
model to ask questions and answer on a visual question answering dataset, such as AOKVQA.
Since the parameters of the LLMs such as GPT-3.5 are frozen, during training, the agent receives
no information to learn if the retrieved knowledge and generated QAs are indeed useful for the
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downstream task. Hence we use the feedback from generated images with the knowledge prompt to
train the agent using reinforcement learning. We use policy gradient algorithm [38] to train the agent
with the reward from the similarity between the original image and image generated with knowledge
enhanced prompt (Red direction in Figure 3. The image is generated with DALLE and leverages the
image-knowledge source to train the agent.

Physical scene generation with knowledge enhanced prompt scheme with RL. After the agent
retrieves the relevant knowledge using the knowledge retrieval model K(V, T ) for the image V and
text T , it generates a question and answer using the retrieved knowledge and image. We use the
knowledge-based visual question answer dataset, AOKVQA, as supervision text and image retrieved
knowledge to apply reinforcement learning. We further augment the question and answer pairs by
prompting GPT-3.5 to generate question and answer using the k retrieved knowledge. The prompt is
given as: Original Sentence: {} Knowledge: {}. Generate question and answer
relevant to the sentence and knowledge. (The details please find in the Figure 15 for
prompt in Appendix). This way, the augmented question-answer pairs has the size of k times the
size of AOKVQA data, and we use k = 5 in our experiments. With this supervision, we then train
the agent with a Seq2Seq objective that asks the relevant question and answer in a convectional way
for both 2D image and knowledge text in knowledge-memory reinforcement learning. Next, we
use GPT-3.5 to reformulate the text query using the new knowledge and question-answer with the
following prompt: Original Sentence: {} Question: {} Answer: {} New Sentence:.
(see Figure 16 for the prompt template). This Phrase is to prepare for the virtual 3D scene generation,
which with the 2D retrieved image from DALLE, new prompt text and w/knowledge from GPT-3.5,
and our convectional question-answer pairs from our trained knowledge memory agent.

Reinforcement learning using feedback. In the first stage of the training, the agent gets no signal
from the blackbox model such as ChatGPT and GPT-3.5 to know if the retrieved knowledge and
generated QAs are indeed useful for the blackbox models as their weight are frozen. Based on the
previous application of reinforcement learning to Natural Language Generation models, we consider
the agent to be a policy πθ with generated question answer sequence qak as state. To train the model
with reinforcement learning, we use the feedback from generated images with the knowledge prompt
k to train the agent. Specifically, we use policy gradient algorithm [38] to train the agent with the
reward R from the cosine similarity between the DALLE retrived image V using the original text and
image generated with knowledge enhanced prompt Ṽk measured by the CLIP ViT-B16 visual encoder
model (Red direction in Figure 3. Since we cannot compute the partial reward at each generated
token or state, the reward is calculated after the sequence has been fully generated. In the end, the
reward R for the image V and text T is computed as follows:

T̃k = GPT-3.5(T, qak) where qak = πθ(K(V, T ), V ) (4)

Ṽk = DALLE-2 (T̃k) (5)

R(V, T ) = cos(CLIP (V ), CLIP (Ṽk)) (6)

The agent is then trained via reinforcement learning to incorporate feedback using the reward. We use
the actor-critic algorithm PPO [35] to update the parameters of the agent using its clipped version:

LCLIP(θ) = Et

[
min

(
Rt(θ)Ât, clip(Rt(θ), 1− ϵ, 1 + ϵ)Ât

)]
(7)

Here ϵ is a constant which is set to 0.2 and Â refers to the advantage estimate.

3.3 Phase 3: 3D Virtual Scenario Diagram with Imitation Learning

In the third phase of the training, the trained knowledge agent is used to perform 3D scene generation.
Note the agent requires an image and original text to generate relevant knowledge for the query.
Since the image is not provided at test time during scene generation, we use text-to-image generation
model DALLE-2 to reconstruct the 2D anchor image which is further used to extract the desired
knowledge. Here, DALLE-2 implicitly serves as the image-knowledge source that contains the visual
prior knowledge of what we can imagine from the text query. The agent then takes as input the
original text and the generated 2D image to retrieve knowledge and outputs a question and answer
tuple (Figure 8), while GPT-3.5 generates new knowledge-enhanced prompt using the agent output.
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Knowledge Category Semantic Encyclopedic Commonsense Open-World
Dataset Coco Flickr 30K WIT Sherlock VisualCOMET AOKVQA
Approach Text -> Image Text -> Image Text -> Image Text -> Image Text -> Image Image -> Text Text -> Image Mult. Choice

Zero Shot Zero Shot Zero Shot Zero Shot Finetuned Zero Shot Finetuned Finetuned
Metric (%) R@1(%)↑ R@1(%)↑ R@1(%)↑ Rank↓ Rank↓ Rank↓ Acc(%)↑ Acc(%)↑
w/o Knowledge
Contrastive 49.7 51.8 42.0 21.1 28.3 28.7 53.8 60.4
w/ Knowledge (w/o Mask)
Knowledge-Tensor-Cont. (ours) 49.8 50.9 43.4 16.2 27.4 27.5 54.5 61.2
w/ Knowledge (w/ Mask)
Knowledge-Tensor-Cont. (ours) 50.3 52.0 43.3 15.4 27.2 27.3 54.4 61.3

Table 1: Results of text to image, and image to text retrieval of Knowledge-Tensor-CLIP Memory training. We
report the average rank of ground truth image/text, Recall@1 (R@1), and Accuracy (Acc) measuring if ground
truth image/text is retrieved in top k retrieved knowledge.

To generate the 3D scene from knowledge prompt, we use GPT-4/ ChatGPT to output text code that is
then rendered using a 3D rendering engine. We use the prompt and code syntax in GPT-4/ ChatGPT
to generate the spatial arrangement in the Unity game engine. We perform experiments with GPT-4/
ChatGPT as the code generation model, and use the Objaverse [4] and Sketchfab API to load the 3D
models viewable in the Unity game engine. More information about generating the prompt to run the
Unity game engine can be referenced in [31].

θ∗ = argmax
θ

1

N

N∑
i=1

log pθ(ai|si) (8)

where θ refers to the parameters of the model, N is the number of demonstration trajectories, si and
ai are the state and action at time step i. The objective of imitation learning is to find the optimal
policy parameters θ∗ that maximize the log-likelihood of the expert demonstrations.

3.4 Emergent Infrastructure for Cross-modality and Reality-agnostic Observation

We train the knowledge-memory agent and use an infinite feedback loop with RL in the real world to
randomly initialize a policy. However, it does not work well with virtual reality due to difficulties
in obtaining initial rewards in 3D environments or the unseen environment, especially in virtual
environments where rewards are sparse or terminal. Thus, a superior solution is to use an infinite-
memory agent trained through imitation learning (IL), which can learn policies from expert data,
improving exploration and utilization of unseen environmental space with emergent infrastructure as
shows in Fig. 5 .

Imitation Learning → Generalization. Traditional IL has an agent mimicking an expert demon-
strator’s behavior to learn a policy. However, learning the expert policy directly may not generalize
well to unseen situations. To tackle this, we propose learning an implicit reward function that
captures key aspects of the expert’s behavior, as shown in Phase 2, 3. This equips the infinite
knowledge-memory agent with physical-world behavior data for task execution, learned from expert
demonstrations. It helps overcome existing imitation learning drawbacks like the need for extensive
expert data and potential errors in complex tasks. Our IL approach has two parts: 1) the infinite agent
that collects physical-world expert demonstrations as state-action pairs and 2) the virtual environment
that imitates the agent generator. The imitating agent produces actions that mimic the expert’s
behavior, while the agent learns a policy mapping from states to actions by reducing a loss function of
the disparity between the expert’s actions and the actions generated by the learned policy. Rather than
relying on a task-specific reward function, the agent learns from expert demonstrations, which provide
a diverse set of state-action pairs covering various task aspects. Decoupling in imitation learning
refers to separating the learning process from the task-specific reward function, which enables transfer
learning, and allowing the policy to generalize across different tasks without explicit reliance on the
task-specific reward function. It can adapt to changes in the reward function or environment without
the need for significant retraining. This makes the learned policy more robust and generalizable
across different environments.

Generalization → Emergent Behavior. Generalization explains how emergent properties or
behaviors can arise from simpler components or rules. The key idea lies in identifying the basic
elements or rules that govern the behavior of the system, such as individual neurons or basic
algorithms. These interactions of these components often lead to the emergence of complex behaviors,
which are not predictable by examining individual components alone. Generalization across different
levels of complexity allows a system to learn general principles applicable across these levels, leading
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Figure 5: The overview of observations about emergent ability of physical reality, new paradigm,
mixed reality, meta-verse, and products for cross-modality and reality-agnostic mechanics from the
theory, data, infrastructure, and application of how it blends a plethora of information. It created a
new set of methods, visualizations, and controlled experimentation approaches that could become the
basis of the new paradigms that will be needed to better understand and improve large-scale model
capabilities on emerging tasks.

to emergent properties. This enables the system to adapt to new situations, demonstrating the
emergence of more complex behaviors from simpler rules. Furthermore, the ability to generalize
across different complexity levels facilitates knowledge transfer from one domain to another, which
contributes to the emergence of complex behaviors in new contexts as the system adapts.

Emergent Ability Observation. We provide more information about the emergent ability of our
agent in this section. Fig 5 shows the different emerging capabilities of various types of large
foundation models. We present a more generic overview of these in a reality-agnostic scenario with
an application to Gaming/AR. Emergent abilities have the potential to revolutionize the way that
we interact with computers. They could be used to create new types of applications, such as virtual
assistants that can understand and respond to our natural language queries. They could also be used
to improve the performance of existing applications, such as search engines and machine translation
systems. These abilities can be seen in a multimodal scenario, where the LLM is able to process
and understand information from multiple modalities, such as text, images, and audio. For example,
an LLM can be trained to translate text from one language to another, but it can also be trained to
translate images from one language to another. In this case, the LLM is able to use its knowledge of
both languages and its understanding of images to generate accurate translations.

4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Knowledge Agent Training

Knowledge Tensor-CLIP training implementations. We finetune the Knowledge-CLIP model on
the WIT dataset [37] with the filtered version to only consider English texts, totaling 5M in training
data and 30K on test data. We use Wikidata [41] and ConceptNet [19] as the explicit knowledge
source as the bridge to connect the image and text modalities. The Knowledge-CLIP model is trained
with a batch size of 2048, image size of 224, and the Adam optimizer [13] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98,
and ϵ = 1e− 6 for optimization. We use a cosine learning rate decay scheduler with a peak learning
rate of 1e-5 and a linear warm-up of 10k steps. The weight decay is 0.05. More pre-training details
of the Knowledge-Tensor CLIP model are in Section D of Appendix.
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Figure 6: Qualitative examples of conversational-2D Image generation with Knowledge Enhanced
Prompts.

Figure 7: Comparison of the retrieved object with
and without context. We see that prompting CLIP
with the full context retrieves a more appropriate
object (asphalt road).

Knowledge-memory retrieval system and
evaluation. We first evaluate the performance
of the knowledge retrieval system on the WIT
dataset [37], Coco [18], Flicker 30K [27], Sher-
lock [10], and AOKVQA [36] on the knowledge-
based image text retrieval and question answer-
ing task. For WIT training and evaluation, we
concatenate the reference and attribute to ac-
quire the text representation following [37]. In
the experiments, we run ablations of the pro-
posed knowledge module and the masking loss
in the pre-training stage. We refer to Contrastive
as the model only on vision-language direction,
i.e. the same as the CLIP training objective
[28], Knowledge-Contrastive (ours) as Contrastive with knowledge contrastive loss, and Knowledge-
Contrastive-Mask (ours) as Knowledge-Contrastive trained with the masking loss. We refer to
Knowledge-CLIP as this final model. Table 1 and Table 3 present results on image text retrieval on
different knowledge categories dataset: Semantic knowledge, Encyclopedic knowledge, Common-
sense knowledge, open-world knowledge, comparing the model trained with (Knowledge-contrastive-
training) and without knowledge (CLIP). We show analysis plots for the loss tendency of training
infinite knowledge-memory agents in Appendix F. We see that our knowledge-contrastive-training
model provides improvement over the contrastive data, for the dataset that requires entity-based
knowledge.

4.2 Interactive Cross-modality Generation

For the interactive cross-modality generation, we retrieve the top 20 knowledge using the embeddings
from the CLIP ViT Base-16 model. We use the text captions for the images in the validation set
of AOK-VQA [36] dataset to perform the text to 2D scene generation. To train the question and
answer model, we initialize the model with BLIP-large [15] and finetune on the AOK-VQA data
in a SeqSseq objective with a learning rate of 2e−6, batch size of 128, and for 10 epochs. Policy
gradient [38] is used to train the agent after finetuning on AOKVQA data, and the reward is calculated
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: One more example of qualitative examples of 3D scene editing with knowledge enhanced
prompts. At inference time, we first generate an image from the input text to learn the prior . The
knowledge agent then generates a question and answer tuple which is fed as an input to GPT-3.5.
The output of GPT-3.5 is an enhanced version of the input text with added information from external
knowledge sources. This text is then given to ChatGPT that outputs the spatial arrangements and
low-level program synthesis code. Finally, this code is rendered using Unity engine to output the
desired 3D object.

by the CLIP-VIT-base similarity score. Davinci-003 GPT-3.5 model is used to generate the new
knowledge prompts for 2D images, and DALLE-2 images are generated with 256× 256 resolution,
which we used to generate 2D images and the feedback image for the RL algorithm.

QA-2D image generation and evaluation. Figure 6 shows an example of DALLE-2 generated
images with original text and knowledge-incorporated text query with an infinite-memory agent.
Please refer to more examples of conversational knowledge-2D generation in Appendix ??. By
modifying the text query in the zero-shot setting while keeping the OpenAI models frozen, we are
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: One more example of editing 3D scene with our trained dialogue interactive scenes
projection using GPT4/ChatGPT. We see that GPT4/ChatGPT adds more knowledge context with the
spatial arrangement to the original text as shown in the edited text.

able to generate more informative and realistic images. For example, we see a more natural portrait
of a cat drinking water from the sink and a man looking at himself in the mirror. The last example
includes the unmentioned entity of the GS workstation, but DALLE-2 is able to generate a more
realistic scene using the entity information. Please find human-evaluation results of the convectional
2D image generation in Table 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: One more example of Cross-modality and reality-agnostic generation and editing with
interactive agent using GPT-4 and ChatGPT. Another examples please find in Appendix.

4.3 Virtual Environment Scene Generation and Editing

Loading the relevant 3D objects. [31] use the Sketchfab dataset to randomly select 3D models that
include the given text input. The caveat with this approach is that the chosen model is not guaranteed
to include the correct class of objects due to noisy user labels, as well as their size and orientation.
Instead of extracting objects from the Sketchfab dataset, we use the Objaverse [4] that provides access
to annotated 3D models from the Sketchfab dataset. To ensure that the loaded models correspond
to their true objects, we use CLIP [28] to compute a similarity score between the object image and
the text and choose the model with the highest score. For each object and text pair, we provide the
following prompt: This is an image of {object} that refers to {text}. We observe
that providing the entire context helps to retrieve the most relevant object as shown in Figure 7.

12



(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Two examples of Microsoft 3D Game Scenario. One of the knowledge interactive
simulation in Microsoft Fight Simulator; another is knowledge interactive simulation in Minecraft
scene generator.

3D scene generation with knowledge. Figure 8 shows the pipeline for 3D scene generation using
the 2D prior. Without the ground truth image, we only have access to the text query that is used by the
agent to retrieve knowledge. We first generate 2D images to determine how the scene would look like
in a real-world setting. Using the generated image and the original text, the agent retrieves explicit
knowledge and asks relevant question and answer. Consequently, GPT-3.5 adds relevant knowledge
that makes the prompt more informative and realistic in this scene. We use GPT-4/ChatGPT for the
spatial arrangement and the program synthesis generation for 3D scenes with the prompt. We next
present qualitative results of 3D scene generation with the enhanced knowledge. We finally use GPT4
to generate the knowledge-enhanced prompt of spatial arrangement and programming which is then
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Task Model Relevance (%) Naturalness (%)

Conversational-2D DALL-E 78.0 81.0
Scenes Generation DALL-E w/ Knowledge (ours) 87.0 84.0

Conversational-3D GPT4 / ChatGPT - Game Engine 59.9 35.0
Scenes Generation GPT4 / ChatGPT - Game Engine w/ Knowledge (ours) 71.1 48.0

Table 2: Human evaluation of Conversational-2D (from DALLE-2) and Conversational-3D scenes generation
(from GPT4/ChatGPT and the Game Engine (Unity Stage)). We measure the relevance between scene and text
and the naturalness of generated scene. We asked yes/no questions to 5 human annotators and take the majority
vote to get the response on M-Turk.

rendered in the Unity game engine. Note that the OpenAI models (colored in pink) are kept frozen
while we only train the agent to perform 3D scene editing. As shown the simulation of the Figure 8,
We observe that with external knowledge the 3D scene a) substitutes wooden chairs to office chairs,
and b) includes tools used for video conferencing, making the scene look more realistic.

Cross-modality 3D scene editing. Knowledge-enhanced text opens up a novel method of editing
3D scenes with knowledge prior to help improve the naturalness of the scene. We also include the
results of editing a 3D scene interactively in a dialogue setting. 9 shows an example in which we
provide the previously generated the spatial arrangements and low-level program synthesis, and ask
GPT4 to fill relevant objects with the new prompt. We observe that GPT4 is able to understand
the previous scene and adds relevant environment objects such as whiteboard and projector in the
appropriate orientation and location.

Observation of emergent infrastrusture. We provide DALLE-2 with a text query to generate a
real-world 2D image. Then following our pipeline, we give this image as an input to the knowledge
agent and consequently the enhanced query is provided to ChatGPT to generate a 3D object loading
and the spatial arrangements and the program synthesis for 3D scene generation. Now this object
when further as an input to GPT-4 which adds context to the 3D object by changing the surroundings
and appearance of the objects according to the specifications of the scene. Figure 10 shows examples
of VR editing and a novel approach for generating 3D game scenes to user-shared conversational
interactive QA. In contrast to traditional 2D image generation and image-grounded dialogue tasks,
we simulate synthesizing 3D-gaming generation and editing content that is relevant and natural with
the emergent ability of foundation models for reality-agnostic in generative AI.

Microsoft Gaming Scenario. We showed the examples of Microsoft 3D Game Scenario. One of
the knowledge interactive simulation in Microsoft Fight Simulator; another is knowledge interactive
simulation in Minecraft scene generator. The details please refer the Fig. 11.

4.4 Human Evaluation

Since there is no existing metric to auto-evaluate the conversational interactive scene generation, we
rely on human evaluation to analyze the results. For each generated scene, we evaluate using scores
from 5 humans using AMT, a crowd-sourcing platform. We ask if the generated interactive scene
(knowledge-dialogue 2D and 3D) 1) Relevance: matches the text conversational description, and 2)
Naturalness: looks realistic. The results are shown in Table 2. We see that for both 2D and 3D scene
types, knowledge-enhanced text results in more realistic scenes. The 2D scenes greatly benefit from
the knowledge in terms of relevance, and both necessary with 3D scene generation with imitation and
conversational dialogue way.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore the infinite knowledge-memory agent to enhance large foundation models
for physical and virtual reality scene generation, finding that incorporating knowledge into new
prompts improves generated environments with RL and IL. We investigate knowledge-guided in-
teractive synergistic effects for collaborative scene generation with large foundation models and
show promising promising results in improving 2D and 3D scene generation and editing. We discuss
emergent capabilities in cross-modality models and reality-agnostic scenarios, which enhance the
depth of generalization and interpretability in complex adaptive AI systems, particularly in generative
AI for metaverse and gaming simulation.
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A Related Work

Vision-Language transformer. Multi-modal representation learning is essential for joint vision-
language tasks, such as image captioning, visual question answering, and visual commonsense
reasoning. Large-scale architectures based on Transformers [40] have achieved impressive per-
formance by pretraining representations for a wide range of natural language processing (NLP)
tasks [26, 5, 49, 20, 29]. Recent work on vision-language pretraining (VLP) has shown that
these large-scale pretraining methods can also be used for effective cross-modal representations
[21, 39, 53, 3, 2, 14, 16, 17, 52, 12]. Most methods have two stages. First, the architecture is
pretrained using a large set of image-text pairs. Then the model is finetuned on task-specific vision-
language tasks. For example, [21, 39] propose multi-stream Transformer-based frameworks with
co-attention to fuse these modalities. [53, 3, 2, 14, 16, 17, 52] propose unified pretrained architectures
to work on both visual-language understanding and visual-language generation tasks. [6] uses Con-
ceptNet knowledge graph as is a knowledge base in order to facilitate commonsense vision-language
question-answering. [12] introduces a pretraining approach to learn self-attention representations
directly on image patches. Although these models achieve impressive results on standard vision-
language tasks, they do not use information from external knowledge graphs. Our proposed ArK
architecture shows how the knowledge and reasoning information extracted from text and image
facilitates learning more robust and knowledge-aware representations for vision-language tasks.

B Overview of the model.

This study focuses on developing an interactive AI agent for scene understanding and generation,
powered by pre-trained foundation models (e.g., DALLE-2, ChatGPT) as shown in Fig 12. It is crucial
for the AI agent to not only generate static scenes, but also predict the behaviors of various objects
in the generated scene. To this end, the agent needs to retrieve and transfer the knowledge stored in
the foundation model to the setting where the scene is being generated, interactively collect external
multi-sense information (provided by human creators), and most importantly perform reasoning to
synthesize the above two to generate or understand a scene. The reasoning capability of the agent
is learned from relevant examples on-the-fly (in-context learning). Due to the length limit of input,
we resort to a retriever to retrieve such examples on the fly via e.g., calling the APIs of the external
knowledge bases that store such examples. We also need to access the repository of 2D/3D models
which can generate 2D/3D objects in the scene. In addition, other knowledge bases, which store
meta-information, descriptions, and use cases of these 2D/3D objects, are also useful.

Figure 12: Overview of the generative AI with the knowledge memory agent in the physical world
and virtual environment.
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C Knowledge Source

C.1 Implicit Knowledge Source from OpenAI Models

Text retrieval knowledge: large language models (GPT-3.5). [48] propose to use GPT-3 for
the outside knowledge-based visual question answering task OK-VQA. Instead of using explicit
knowledge sources, they use GPT-3 as an implicit source of knowledge. They propose to feed the
question and textual descriptions of the image to the GPT-3 model and query it to directly predict
the answer. Their model improved the state-of-the-art on OK-VQA by a significant margin of over
9%. Their qualitative analysis shows that the KAT model works quite well on various questions that
require external knowledge. Thereby demonstrating the implicit knowledge contained in GPT-3.

Following the KAT [7] model, for each image-question pair, we construct a carefully designed text
prompt consisting of a general instruction sentence, the description of the image, the question, and a
set of context-question-answer triplets taken from the training dataset that are similar to the current
image-question pair. We then input this text prompt to the GPT-3.5 model in its frozen version and
obtain the output from GPT-3.5 as the tentative answer candidate to the current image-question pair.

Image retrieval knowledge: image generation module (DALLE-2). DALLE-2 [30] and Stable
Diffusion [32] are text to image generation models that can fill in the scene context via visual inductive
bias, which can be considered as source of implicit visual and physical knowledge. For example,
one can visualize how the chairs are orientated when there are four chairs around the room, or what
objects are typically present in a video conference room. We leverage this model as our knowledge
source by running vision language model to extract information from generated image. Specifically,
for the task of 3D scene generation, we first generate the 2D image that contains informative scene
prior and use the generated 2D content (e.g. orientation, environment objects) to help guide the 3D
scene generation.

C.2 Explicit Knowledge Source from Web Knowledge Bases

Figure 13: Example of ArK task that uses knowl-
edge to identify the relevant knowledge to the
image-text candidates. Our task involves lever-
aging visual and text knowledge retrieved from
web-search and implicit knowledge from Open-
AI foundation models, and incorporating external
web-search knowledge pool about the world.

We describe the explicit knowledge source to
train the Knowledge Tensor-CLIP module. This
pool is additionally used for the knowledge-
memory agent to retrieve the relevant knowl-
edge for the image and text pairs, and generate
new, enhanced prompt for cross-domain space
generation.

Factuality knowledge: Wikidata. Wikidata
[41] is an open web-based knowledge base of
real-world entities. We use the cleaned ver-
sion of entity and description text, and for-
mat the knowledge text as “{entity} is a
{description}” following [43]3 and further
filter non-English entities, resulting 3,836,524
sentences in total.

Commonsense knowledge: ConceptNet.
ConceptNet [19] is a crowd-sourced project with
over 34 million facts organized as knowledge
triples collected by translating English language
facts into an organized triple structure. It in-
herently supports common sense knowledge of
semantic concepts such as (dog, has property,
friendly). We use the dump in Conceptnet 5.5 4, and extract 7 types of relation knowledge for English
word concepts (IsCapableOf, HasProperty, Causes, AtLocation, PartOf, MadeOf, UsedFor). In total,
we obtain 2,697,499 unique triples.

3https://deepgraphlearning.github.io/project/wikidata5m
4https://huggingface.co/datasets/conceptnet5
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D Knowledge-Tensor CLIP Pre-Training Details

As showed in the figure 13, the Knowledge-Tensor CLIP model is trained to align the image, text, and
knowledge modalities together to optimize the knowledge retrieval mechanism using the both image
and text modalities. Inspired by the effectiveness of masked training in BEIT-3 [42], we add the
decoder-based masked loss in the visual and text encoders, in which the masked image patches and
masked text tokens are given as input. The contrastive learning is applied to the same masked inputs
during training to allow the model to reason over different image regions and text. The masking loss
is not applied to the knowledge encoder the knowledge embeddings are kept as frozen throughout
training. We randomly mask 15% tokens of texts and mask 40% of image patches using a block-wise
masking strategy as in BEIT2 [25]. The effect of masked loss is shown in Table 1, which provides a
slight boost in the downstream task evaluations.

E Evaluation of Infinite Knowledge Agent

Model Text to Image (R@1)

[37] 34.4
CLIP [28] 42.0
Knowledge-CLIP (Ours) 43.4

Table 3: Text to Image Retrieval on WIT dataset
trained with WIT-en. Recall@1 (R@1) is reported
for the metric. Ref+Attr is as text input following
[37].

In Table 3, we evaluate our knowledge agent on
the WiT dataset for the Text to Image Retrieval
task and show the Text to Image recall metric.

F Analyzation of
Knowledge Agent Training on losses

We analyze the effect of knowledge on both
types of loss functions i.e. language loss and
image loss. The results are shown in Fig 14. We observe that knowledge helps in improving the
image loss much better than the language loss. This can be attributed to knowledge providing better
learning signal for 2D image generation and hence results in producing more realistic images.

Figure 14: Effect of knowledge on both language (left) and image (right) losses.

G Prompt for Knowledge-Memory Agent

G.1 Knowledge-based Question Answer Generation

The prompt for GPT-3.5 to provide additional question-answering supervision data for the knowledge
memory agent is shown in Figure 15. We retrieve the top K knowledge using the Tensor-CLIP model
with the COCO image and text captions. With knowledge K as context, question and answer are
generated to train the agent.

G.2 Prompt for Knowledge-Enhanced Query Generation

Figure 16 shows a prompt to query GPT-3.5 that utilizes the retrieved knowledge, question and answer
generated by the agent to reformulate the original text into a ‘knowledge-enhanced" description.
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Figure 15: An example of the evidence of rationale QA that we obtain from GPT-3.5 by using a
combination of image and text candidate to query it.

G.3 Prompt for VR and Game Scene Generation for GPT Models

In Figure 17, we provide ChatGPT with a text prompt to generate the program synthesis that is then
rendered in the Unity game engine. If the query is about generating a scene in a game, the model is
able to find the relevant context information, such as size, physics, relative orientations, and other
relative objects in the environment, and output a 3D scene that resembles the scenes from the game.
It uses the Sketchfab assets that could be easily placed in the Unity game engine.

We show more examples for generating the 2D images using the infinite knowledge-memory agent in
Table 4.

H Human Evaluation Details

In Fig. 18, we show screenshots of the instructions that were given to the participants for the human
evaluation study using mechanical turk. The results shown in Sec 4.4 are based on two metrics shown
in the figure here: Relevance and Naturalness. The users have to select which scene is more relevant
and natural separately for both 2D and 3D images. Three human evaluators are asked to choose binary
yes/no choice for each image, and we take the average of answers to evaluate the scene generation
performances.

I RL Traning Analysis

In Fig. 20, we show the sum of rewards (divided by 12) obtained when a batch of examples (batch
size: 64) was trained using the process described in Sec 3.2. As expected, the expected reward
increases as the training progresses showing that the image generated gets more closely grounded
with the images present in the dataset.

J Limitations
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Figure 16: An example of the prompts that we use to query GPT-3.5 in our knowledge-augmented
GPT-3.5 query system.
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Figure 20: RL Training curve showing the cumulative
batch reward calculated according to Eq 6 downscaled by
a factor of 12.

We present cross-model results to gen-
erate 3D objects that can be used in a
gaming scenario for eg, with a Microsoft
Gaming Simulator. We believe one lim-
itation is access to large language mod-
els like GPT-4, DALLE-2 which might
be expensive when trying to finetune on
other datasets. Although in this work,
we used AOKVQA dataset for finetuning
which has questions that require apply-
ing common-sense reasoning and gen-
eral perception about the real-world.

K Broader Impacts

LLM has many applications. In addition
to 2D and 3D generation, grounded lan-
guage models could help drive content generation and editing for bots and AI agents, and assist in
productivity applications, helping to re-write, paraphrase, translate, or synthesize text. Fundamental
advances in text-derived 2D and 3D generation help contribute towards these goals and many would
benefit from a greater understanding of how to model emergent ability and empathy with language
and image in the physical world. Arguably many of these applications could have positive benefits.

However, the emerging ability technology could also be used by bad actors. AI systems that generate
content can be used to manipulate or deceive people. Therefore, it is very important that this
technology is developed in accordance with responsible AI guidelines. For example, explicitly
communicating to users that content is generated by an AI system and providing the user with
controls in order to customize such a system. It is possible the emerging ability could be used to
develop new methods to detect manipulative content - partly because it is rich with robotic empathy
with LLM and virtual environment generation - and thus help address another real-world problem.
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Figure 17: An example of the prompts for VR and game scene generation and editing which we use
GPT4/ChatGPT in our knowledge-augmented query system.
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Text Knowledge Q,A New Prompt Image

Cat sleeping in front
of a powered on lap-
top computer.

computer is a general-
purpose device for
performing arith-
metic or logical
operations

Q: What is the device
in the image? A: The
device in the image is
a laptop computer.

The cat is peacefully
sleeping in front of
a powered on laptop
computer.

A group of people rid-
ing skis on a snowy
surface

skiing as transport or
recreation is a the
use of (snow)skis for
transport purposes or
as recreation

Q: What activity is
the group participat-
ing in? A: The group
is skiing as a form
of transport or recre-
ation.

The group is skiing
on the snow-covered
surface as a form
of transport or recre-
ation.

A woman is holding a
slice of red and white
cake

sweetheart cake is a
food

Q: What type of food
is the woman hold-
ing? A: The woman
is holding a slice of
sweetheart cake.

The woman holds a
slice of sweetheart
cake, decorated in red
and white.

A person jumping up
in the air on a skate-
board.

street skateboarding
is a style of skate-
boarding

Q: What type of
skateboarding is the
person doing? A: The
person is doing street
skateboarding.

The person is doing
a street skateboarding
trick, jumping up in
the air on a skate-
board.

Table 4: Knowledge based 2D image generation examples in physical world.
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Figure 18: An example of the conversational 2D human evaluation.
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Figure 19: Two examples of human evaluation for the conversational 3D VR Scenario. One is for
single camera example; another is for the three cameras examples.
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